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Nuclear spin-isospin correlations, parity violation, and thef p problem
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The strong interaction effects of isospin- and spin-dependent nucleon-nucleon correlations observed in
many-body calculations are interpreted in terms of a one-pion exchange mechanism. Including such effects in
computations of nuclear parity violating effects leads to enhancements of about 10%. A larger effect arises
from the one-boson exchange nature of the parity nonconserving nucleon-nucleon interaction, which depends
on both weak and strong meson-nucleon coupling constants. Using values of the latter that are constrained by
nucleon-nucleon phase shifts leads to enhancements of parity violation by factors close to 2, so that much of
previously noticed discrepancies between weak-coupling constants extracted from different experiments can be
removed and there is no need to use a very large value off p to explain the133Cs experimental results.
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The problem of determining the parity-violating intera
tion between nucleons has drawn recent attention with m
surements of the133Cs anapole moment@1#, the TRIUMF
measurement of proton-proton scattering@2#, and the inter-
actions of epithermal neutrons with heavy nuclei@3#. The
parity nonconservingNN potential VPNC of Desplanques,
Donoghue, and Holstein~DDH! @4#, constructed so that th
only unknown quantities are the weak meson-nucleon c
pling constants that govern the strength of the weak mes
nucleon vertex function, has been the standard tool to a
lyze these data because the parity-violating observables
been expressed as linear combinations of these, presum
fundamental, weak-coupling constants. As explained in v
ous reviews@5–9#, a problem occurs because different valu
of the weak-coupling constants are needed to describe di
ent experiments. In particular, the133Cs anapole moment re
quires a pion-nucleon weak-coupling constantf p that is
larger than that predicted in Ref.@4#, but the observation o
circularly polarizedg rays in the decay of18F data require a
very small value forf p . Furthermore, a recent analysis
heavy compound nuclei@10# finds parity-violating effects
that are larger~by factors;1.7–3! than those predicted us
ing DDH potential.

We next explain why the results of nuclear structure c
culations @11,12# cause us to examine the effects of sp
isospin and nucleon-nucleon correlations on parity violati
Nuclear parity violating effects have been typically analyz
in terms of a parity-violating single nucleon shell model p
tential, constructed from the DDH potential using a Hartre
Fock approximation and random-phase approximation co
lations ~e.g., Refs.@5,10,13#!. However, two-particle–two-
hole correlations are known to be vital elements of nucl
structure. The spin-independent effects of the short ra
correlations are often incorporated@5# using the Miller-
Spencer correlation function@14#, but this does not take into
account all of the correlation effects@7,15#.

In particular, recent variational studies of nuclear mat
@11# and 16O @12# have demonstrated that spin-isospin cor
lations are very important. To be specific, consider tw
nucleon pair correlation functions defined by the expecta
values

rG~r !5
1

4pr 2A
^Cu(

i , j
d~r 2r i j !G i , j uC&, ~1!
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with r i j 5ur i2r j u, and G i , j are various two-nucleon opera
tors. For the central termGc51. The work of Refs.@11,12#
found that withG i , j5ti•tjsi•sj , ~G5st! or G i , j5ti•tjSi j
~G5tent!, therG(r ) can be relatively large, even larger tha
the well-known effects of short-distance repulsion. Other o
eratorsG cause much smaller effects and are ignored her

What is the impact of spin-isospin correlations on calc
lations of parity-violating observables? Consider the co
struction of the single-particle PNC potentialÛPNC that gov-
erns the interaction between a valence nucleon~i! with a spin
01, N5Z core. In using the Hartree-Fock approximatio
one folds the operatorVPNC with the density matrix of the
core. The pion exchange term contains the operatori (ti
3tj )z , wherej represents the core nucleons. The expecta
value of this operator vanishes. But if one includes sp
isospin correlations, the relevant matrix elements includ
factor ti•tj , and the producti (ti3tj )zti•tj522(ti2tj )z
2 i (ti3tj )z contains a nonvanishing term,22ti . Thus a
new nonvanishing contribution will appear.

The starting point for our evaluation of the PNC singl
particle potential is the effective parity-violating nucleo
nucleon potential@4# between two nucleons (i , j ):

MVPNC~ i , j !

5 i
f pgpNN

A2
S ti3tj

2 D
z

~si1sj !•up~r !

2grFhr
0ti•tj1hr

1S t i1t j

2 D
z

1hr
2
~3t i

zt j
z2ti•tj !

2A6
G

3@~si2sj !•vr~r !1 i ~11xV!~si3sj !•ur~r !#

2gvFhv
0 1hv

1 S t i1t j

2 D
z
G @~si2sj !•vv~r !

1 i ~11xS!~si3sj !•uv~r !#2~gvhv
1 2grhr

1!

3S t i2t j

2 D
z

~si1sj !•vv~r !

2grhr
18i S t i3t j

2 D
z

~si1sj !•uv~r !, ~2!
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where M is the nucleon mass,vm(r )[$p, f m(r )%, um(r )
[@p, f m(r )#, f m(r )5exp(2mmr)/4pr ~with mm5mp,r,v).
The strong interaction parameters used by DDH
gpNN513.45,grNN52.79,gvNN58.37,xV53.7, and
xS520.12. Formula~2! is still used@10,17–19# with these
original strong interaction parameters.

The effect we wish to incorporate is that Eq.~2! is not the
complete PNC interaction between two nucleons. This is
cause the PNC potential acting once, occurs in the mids
all orders of the strong potentialV. The resulting PNC reac
tion matrix GPNC(E) is a generalization of the Bruckner re
action matrix and is given by

GPNC~E!5V†~E!VPNCV~E!, ~3!

V~E!511
Q

E2H0
VV~E!511

Q

E2H0
G~E!, ~4!

where E is an energy to be discussed below, andQ is an
operator that projects onto unoccupied states.

Our focus is on a first estimate of the effects of sp
isospin correlations. Thus we consider a nucleon of mom
tum P outside a core which is approximated as infin
nuclear matter. In this case, the PV single-particle poten
ÛPNC is given by

^s,tuÛPNC~P!us8,t8&

5 (
k,(k<kF)m,mt

^P,s,t;k,m,tuGPNC~E!uP,s8,t8;k,m,mt&A ,

~5!

where uP,s8,t8;k,m,mt&A is the antisymmetric combinatio
of product wave functions that accounts for the Pauli pr
ciple. We note thatÛPNC must be a pseudoscalar and is the
fore proportional tos•P.

The goal of this work is to assess the influence of ten
and spin dependent correlation effects on calculations
PNC observables. Since these are usually ignored, perfo
ing a schematic calculation seems appropriate. It might s
easiest to parametrize the different contributions toV(E) as
a function ofr, the procedure of Miller and Spencer. Such
strategy will not work here, with the emphasis on findi
hitherto neglected contributions to the direct term. To see
consider the terms of the DDH potential of the for
@p, f m#;s•r . The Miller-Spencer procedure would be
treat ^r uV(E)uk,m,mt& as a function ofr, so that the direct
matrix element of Eq.~5! would involve a vanishing volume
integral ofs•r times a function ofr. Indeed, the PV effec-
tive potential arises from the dependence ofV(E) on the
relative momentum

k5~P2k!/2. ~6!

The importance of the spin-isospin correlations arises fr
the exchange of pions@11,12#, so we separate the potentialV
into a one-pion exchange termVOPE and a remainder ap
proximated as being a central potentialVc . We include the
effects of the central potential~which include the short-
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distance repulsion! to all orders and keep terms of first ord
in VOPE. The application of the two-potential theorem to E
~4! gives

V~E!'Vc~E!1Vc
†~E!

Q

E2H0
VOPE Vc~E!, ~7!

with Vc(E)[11Q/(E2H0)Vc Vc(E), andQ is the usual
operator that projects onto two-particle–two-hole states. I
natural to modelVc(E) as

~r uVc~E!uk!5@11 f c~r !#ei k•r, ~8!

so that Eq.~7! can be expressed as

~r uV~E!uk!5@11 f c~r !#ei k•r1ĉk~r !, ~9!

with

ĉk~r !5@11 f c~r !#E d3p

~2p!3

M

p21v2

3eip•r~pu VOPE~11 f c!uk!. ~10!

The notationu ! denotes a spatial overlap, so thatĉk(r ) are
operators in spin-isospin space. The parameterv (v2/M
52E) will be chosen to reproduce the results of Ref.@11#.
Using a negative value ofE causes the two-particle–two
hole fluctuations to have a short range of order;1/v. This
allows us to neglect the effects of the operatorQ because
terms involving 12Q can be regarded as correction term
of higher order in the density than the terms we exam
here.

The main result of this analysis is the simple model~9!. It
is necessary to compute the matrix elements of the p
correlation operators of Eq.~1! to see if the results of Ref
@11# can be reproduced with such a simple formula. Eva
ating Eq.~1! keeping only two-nucleon correlations leads
the result

rG~r !5 (
S,MS ,T,MT

E d3k

~2p!3u~kf2k! f ~k!

3^k,S,MS ,T,MTur̂G~r !uk,S,MS ,T,MT&A , ~11!

r̂G~r ![
2

4pr 2 V†~E!(
i , j

d~r 2r i j !G i j V~E!, ~12!

where f (k)5123
2(k/kF)11

2(k/kF)3 and uk,S,MS ,T,MT&A
[uk,S,MS ,T,MT&2(21)S1Tu2k,S,MS ,T,MT&. We take
kF51.36 fm21 and choose the previously determined@14#

function f c(r )52e2ar 2
(12br 2) with a51.1 fm22, b

50.68 fm22. The value ofv that leads to reproducing th
results of Ref.@11# is v52 fm21, which is of the expected
order;kF . As shown in Fig. 1, the present results reprodu
the qualitative features of the pair-correlation functions
Ref. @11#. Furthermore, the integrals of ourrG are in quan-
titative agreement with
1-2
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those of Ref.@11#, so the present model should provide a
adequate first assessment of the impact of such correlat
on calculations of PNC observables.

Given our model of Eq.~9!, we can now evaluate the
operatorÛPNC of Eq. ~5!. Using Eq.~9! in Eq. ~3!, and keep-
ing terms of first order inVOPE leads to

GPNC~E!'ṼPNC1Vc
†~E!VOPE

Q

E2H0
ṼPNC

1ṼPNC
Q

E2H0
VOPEVc~E!, ~13!

5ṼPNC1DGPNC~E!, ~14!

where ṼPNC[(11 f c)V
PNC(11 f c). The use of Eq.~13! in

Eq. ~5! specifies our model@16#. The numerical evaluations
are straightforward, so we present the results.

The operatorÛPNC(P) of Eq. ~5! must be a pseudoscala
spin-isospin operator. For our nuclear matter problem it is
the form

ÛPNC~P!5s•P
r

M3~g01g1tz!. ~15!

For 133Cs and 205Th, (N2Z)/(N1Z)'0.17, and we find
that keeping the termg1 amounts to keeping a correction to
a term that is not large. So we takeN5Z, causingg1 to
vanish. To assess the importance of the spin-isospin corr
tion, we compare the influence of the two terms of Eq.~14!

FIG. 1. Pair-correlation functions. Solid curves are from Akm
and Pandharipande@11#, dashed curves are from this work.
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in Eq. ~5!. Denoting the results of using the first (VPNC) term
asg0

(0) and those of using the second term asDg0, with g0

5g0
(0)1Dg0, and evaluating the matrix element numerica

leads to the results

g0
0524f p26.9hr

023.6hr
124.1hv

0 24.1hv
1 , ~16!

Dg052.43f p21.2hr
020.66hr

120.351hv
0 10.15hv

1 .
~17!

We see that the coefficient of each term~except for that of
the small effect inhv

1 ) is enhanced by about 10% ifDg0 is
included. This is in contrast with many other nuclear stru
ture effects that reduce the effects of PNC@8,9#. It is useful
to know the relative effect of the tensor and central sp
isospin part of the strong pion-exchange force in obtain
these results. If one includes only the effects of the ten
force one finds a new value for the correction to the par
violating potential,Dg0(tensor), with

Dg0~ tensor!52.00f p21.1hr
020.59hr

120.289hv
0 10.21hv

1 .
~18!

The effect of including the central force only can be obtain
by taking the difference between Eqs.~17! and ~18!. The
bulk of the effect we find in Eq.~17! is due to the effects of
the tensor force.

The present results constitute an argument that the eff
of spin-isospin correlations need to be included in quant
tive calculations of PNC effects, but are not large enough
have a major impact@20#. Indeed, uncertainties due t
nuclear structure effects might not have a large impact
PNC observables.

But there is a more obvious source of change to pres
evaluations. Examination of the DDH potential, Eq.~2!, im-
mediately reveals the dependence on the product of str
and weak coupling constants. In a one-boson-excha
model one uses one strong and one weak meson-nuc
vertex function to construct the potential. But the strong co
pling constants can be separately determined by compu
the potentialV and choosing the parameters to reprodu
experimentally measured scattering observables. This is
procedure of, e.g., the Bonn potential@23#. As shown in
Table I, the strong coupling constants required to fit ph
shifts are much larger than those used originally by DD
~and used presently in Refs.@17–19#!.

The coordinate-space potential~Table 14! of Ref. @23#
is used for this comparison because it is a nonrelativis
local potential that is technically compatible with Eq.~2!.

l

TABLE I. Comparison of strong coupling constants.

DDH Bonn ~OBEPR!

gpNN 13.45 13.68
gr 2.79 3.46
xV 3.7 6.1
gv 8.37 20
xS 20.12 0.0
1-3
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The large values ofxV and gv are essential requiremen
to reproduce data, if a one-boson-exchange model is u
@24#.

Now consider the impact of using the Bonn paramet
of Table I in the DDH potential. If one considers a nucle
outside anN5Z core, the parameter combinationshr

0,1gr(1
1xV) and hv

0,1gv determine the vector meson contrib
tions to UPNC @5#. Thus using the Bonn parameters is eq
valent to increasing the coefficient of the terms prop
tional to hv,r

0,1 by a factor of 1.9. The effects of using value
such as those of Table I have been noticed previou
@25,26#, but their impact on the discrepancy between the
terpretation of the18F and 133Cs data has not been studie
until now.

To make a first assessment of the impact of this findi
we revise the results of Table VII and Fig. 9 of Ref.@17# by
multiplying the coefficient of the terms proportional tohv,r

0,1

by a factor of 1.9@21#. This leads to Fig. 2. The allowe
regions are between the dashed lines (pp), each set of solid
lines (18,19F), and each set of dot-dashed lines133Cs, 205Tl.
The results of thepp, and 18,19F experiments can be ex
plained with one set of weak-coupling parameters. We
that much of the discrepancy between the133Cs and 18F
results can be accounted for by using a consistent se
weak-coupling constants. Using large strong coupling c
stants for the vector mesons increases the parity viola
caused by their weak interactions, thereby reducing the n
to use a large value off p , as was done in Ref.@13#.

FIG. 2. Constraints on the PNC coupling constants (3107) that
follow from using the Bonn coupling constants of Table I.
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Some of the experimental results are not displayed in F
2. The results from compound nuclei are typically not sho
in plots such as Fig. 2, but using the Bonn parameters
Table I would reduce the discrepancies between theory
experiment. The constraints arising from (p,a) scattering
experiments are not shown in Fig. 2, because current in
pretation provides constraints very similar to that of the19F
experiment, and the calculations are not complete. For

ample,ÛPNC, which should be complex, is treated as re
But it is worth remarking that an (n,a) experiment would
provide very different constraints. The parity violation pr
dicted using the original DDH potential is very small due
a cancellation between the pionic and vector meson
change terms@22#. The use of the Bonn coupling constan
~Table I! leads to a value ofgn51.9 @see Eq.~18! of Ref.
@13## instead ofgn50.2. This would be increased further b
using a smaller value off p ~indicated in Fig. 2! than the
DDH ‘‘best guess value’’ of Ref.@13#. If f p51, then gn

53.2.
There is still much to be explained. The205Tl result with

its large error band is almost consistent with that set of
rameters, but the133Cs and205Tl experimental results are no
compatible, as pointed out earlier@17#.

The ranges of weak-coupling constants covered by Fig
are roughly consistent with the DDH ‘‘reasonable range
and the same coupling constants account for much of
data, except for that of133Cs which is only a little outside the
main band. This constitutes some success in explaining P
phenomena, but the main improvement obtained here by
ing larger strong coupling constants could itself be true o
within one-boson-exchange models. All such models h
large values ofxV andgvNN , but two-boson exchange mod
els have smaller values ofgvNN @23#. Furthermore, the one
boson-exchange approach is not consistent with the pre
state of the art treatments of nucleon-nucleon scattering,
Refs. @27–29#. An appropriate treatment of PNC effects
one which involves incorporating PNC effects within an u
dated treatment of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. For
ample, Holstein has recently advocated an effective fi
theory treatment@30#.

Thus, our summary is that the present results demons
the need for an improved, updated, consistent incorpora
of strong and weak interaction effects, and also indicate
the nuclear structure uncertainties might not be very sev
Thus, the improvement of calculations of nuclear PNC
fects seems to be an interesting and feasible task, e
though much remains to be done.

This work was partially supported by the U.S. DO
This work has benefited from conversations with W.
Haxton, B. R. Holstein, C. P. Liu, O. P. Sushkov, and
van Kolck. I thank S. Cowell for providing the tables of th
correlation functions of Ref.@11#.
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